May 5, 2021

List of Sections: House Article 15 and Senate Article 15 (Community Supports Policy)

House
section

1

Senate
section

Cost?

Description

Comparison

1

Children’s Mental Health Screening Data collection: Authorizes the commissioner of human
services to collect individual child mental health screening information for the purposes of
program evaluation and improvement

Senate only

2

State Advisory Council on Mental Health: Modifies membership on the State Advisory
Council on Mental Health to include MDH and representatives from American Indian Mental
Health Advisory Council, and consumer-run mental health advocacy group

Senate only

3 and 84

Day Service Needs Determination: Clarifies terminology to align with 256B.4914; clarifies
need determination is not needed for change in provider name or ownership

Senate only

4-47
and 84

Public Guardianship Modernization: Updates statutes governing public guardianships
(chapter 252A) for persons with developmental disabilities to reflect changes made in Laws
2020, chapter 86, article 1, to guardianship law (chapter 524), including modernizing
terminology and requiring a consideration of less restrictive alternatives

Senate only

48, 55,
and 84

Behavioral Health technical: Make clarifying and technical changes to behavioral health
provisions

House section 1
and Senate
section 55 are
identical;
otherwise Senate
only
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List of Sections in House Article 15 and Senate Article 15

House
section

2-26

Senate
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Cost?
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49-54,
82 and
84

Housing Stabilization Services clean-up: Renames “housing support services” as “housing
stabilization services,” which will prevent confusion between this medical assistance service
and the state-funded housing support program under chapter 256I; and modifies housing
stabilization service provider requirements, including by specifying service provision
documentation requirements

Senate only

56

HCBS Waiver Transportation correction: Aligns HCBS waiver transportation standards with
federally approved waiver plans

Senate only

57-81

Community First Services and Supports: Makes various clarifications and modifications to
CFSS policy prior to its rolling implementation beginning in the fall of 2021

Technical
differences

83

Revisor Instruction:

Senate only

a) Replace “consolidated chemical dependency treatment fund” with “behavioral health
fund”
(b) Replace “housing support services” with “housing stabilization services”
(c) Replace “group residential housing” with “housing support”
84

Repealer:
(a) Repeals the requirement that the commissioner conduct ongoing determinations of need
for day training and habilitation
(b) Repeals definitions of “license” and “nonresidential program” from the human services
licensing statute; repeals subdivision relating to use of term “guardian” in developmental
disability protection statutes

Senate only

